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MILESTONES 

TAGER CHARTER SIGNED. Seven private edu
cational and research institutions have combined their 
resources to expand graduate education programs in 
North Texas. 

Presidents of the Graduate Research Center of 
the Southwest, Southern Methodist University, and Texas 
Christian University signed the charter of The Associa
tion for Graduate Education and Research (TAGER) 
in late July. Charter purposes of the new association are 
to further the abilities of the affiliated institutions to meet 
regional and national needs for more and better prepared 
engineers, scientists, and other scholars. 

In addition to the three schools already involved 
in major doctoral and post-doctoral programs, four other 
private institutions have agreed to participate. Austin 
College, at Sherman, Texas Wesleyan College, at Fort 
Worth, and Bishop College and the University of Dallas 
will provide additional faculty and facilities. 

Under an initial six-year plan, TAGER will 
begin sponsored doctoral pro~rams in biology, chemistry, 
engineering, geoscience, mathematics, and physics, in 
September, 1966. Planning for these and two additional 
doctoral programs will begin this fall. First doctoral 
awards will be made in 1969. Each doctoral program will 
center in one member university, but will utilize faculty 
and facilities of others. 

Post-doctoral programs will be conducted at the 
GRCSW, with facuIty strengths of other institutions 
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utilized through adjunct appointments on a part-time 
basis. Full support of a number of post-doctoral Research 
Associates will be provided by TAGER in each program. 
Each appointee will be full-time, and will in all possible 
cases teach one class each semester at a TAGER-group 
university or college. 

Special graduate level courses will be offered by 
TAGER in response to industry requests; these courses 
will be designed to update skills needed by scientists and 
engineers in industry. 

President Gifford K. Johnson, GRCSW, pointed 
out at the TAGER announcement date that the private 
institutions had joined together to move ahead as rapidly 
as possible; but, he said, this does not prohibit the inclu
sion of other institutions, including state-supported col
leges and universities. 

UThe home cities of TAGER's chartering insti
tutions," he said, "represent a metropolitan area that will 
see growth to 3 million by 1980. The dominant character
istic in this growth is and will be economic dependence 
on science and technology. These cities already are the 
largest population center and greatest concentration of 
science-based industry in the South. We simply have to 
meet regional needs for more and better prepared scien
tists, engineers, and other scholars; not by the dozen, but 
by hundreds and thousands." 
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ACCEL ERATOR.S , APPOINTMENTS IN 
NEWS. As 1965's events were recorded inro the sum
mer. the story of science related to the Southwest included 
accelerators. appointments, new honors and new tasks. 

Largest from the viewpoints o f public interest, 
size of program, and amount of funding was the an
nouncement of joint efforts by Dallas and Fort Worth to 
bring the world's largest particle accelerator to this region. 
A joint proposal from Chamber of Commerce committ< 
was forwarded in June. The big "atom smasher," chief 
instrument for exploration of nuclear reactions and 
search in high-energy physics, would be capable of oper
ation in the 200 billion electroa volt range. Largest pres
ent research tool of its type thus far is the 33 billion 
electron voll synchrotron at Brookhaven National Lab
oratory on Long Island. Dr. Lloyd V. Berkner, Director, 
Southwest Center for Advanced Studies and Chairman of 
the GRCSW Executive Committee, formerly beaded As
sociated Universities, Inc., the Brookhaven operating 
organization. 

Two other synchrotrons h ave terminal energies 
of 30 billion electron volts ; one is operated by the Euro
pean Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN ) at 
Geneva, Switzerland, and the other is Russia's DUBNA 
machine. 

Biggest unit now being built in the Sou.thwest is 
the 125 million (million, not billion) electron volt cyclo
tron at Texas A " M University. 

More than 50 cities are strongly seeking the site 
award. The $280 million dollar accelerator and its lab
oratory structures will represent one of the largest com
mitments ever made by a government for science. The 
Atomic Energy Commission will be the agency making 
the site announcement ; funds will be sought from congress 
in 1966. If 'the national research complex is begun in 
1967, it will go into operation in 1972. As 8 preliminary 
step in the site selection. the task of narrowing the field 
of prospective locations will be conducted by the N a
tional Academy of Sciences: its screening committee is 
headed by Dr. Emanuel R. Piore. IBM Vice President of 
Research and member of the Center's Board. 
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In addition to the big initial investment, the na
tional facility would have an annual operating budget 
estimated at $75 million; 2,000 permanent staff members 
would be located at its site, and 1,000 visitin2 scientists 
often would be presem. 

Fort Worth's Chamber of Commerce committee 
is headed by Beeman Fisher and the Dallas committee is 
headed by W. W. Lynch. Both are members of the Ad
visory Council, Graduate Research Center of the South
west. The Dal1as committee membe rship includes 
President C. A. Tatum. Jr., DaUas Power and Light Co., 
and James J. Ling, Chief Executive Officer of Ling
Temco-Vought, Inc. Both are members of the Center's 
Board of Directors. President Frank W. Davis of General 
Dynamics is a Fort Worth committee member, and on 
the Advisory Council. 

Mr. Fisher is president of Texas Electric Service 
Co., and Mr. Lynch is president of Texas Power and 
Light Co. 

Leo M. Hurley, on leave from his duties as deputy 
program manager for nucleonics at L-T -V, was named 
program manager of the two-city proposal effort in mid
July. 

Much of the technical information used by the 
civic leaders in the proposal to the AEC was furnished 
from the Center, particularly by Prof. Lauriston C. Mar-

all. Chief of the Office of Scientific Personnel. Profes
sor Marshall was a member of the staff at Lawrence 
Radiation Laboratory. University of California, when re
search and construction were completed on the first proton 
linear accelerator. 

FREDERICK E. TERMAN HEADS FOUNDA
TION. On July 13, Dr. Frederick E. Terman, one of the 
world's distinguished scholBnl and scientists in the fields 
of education and engineering, was named president of 
the Southern Methodist University Foundation for Science 
and Engineering. 

Doctor Terman, member of the Center's Board 
of Directors, has been vice president and provost of Stan
ford University. He will begin his new assignment 
September I. His election followed closely on the an
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Dr. Frederick E . Terman, member of the Center's Board o. 
Directors, was named president of the new Southern Methodis 
University Foundation for Science and Engineering in July . 

nouncement of the new foundation by President Wi11i~ 
M. Tate of Southern Methodist. 

UDallas presents a prime opportunity for doing 
something reft11y significant," said Doctor Tennan as hh 
appointment was announced. "The city already has the 
broad industrial base, and I have been impressed with 
the dedication of its people." Founding and expansion 
of the GRCSW has been strong evidence of this dedica· 
tion, he said, and was a factor in his acceptance. 
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Dr. Frederick E. Terman, member of the Center's Board of 
Directors, was named president of the new Southern Methodist 
University Foundation for Science and Engineering in July. 

noun cement of the new foundation by President Willis 
M. Tate of Southern Methodist. 

HDallas presents a prime opportunity for doing 
something really significant," said Doctor Terman as his 
appointment was announced. "The city already bas the 
broad industrial base, and I have been impressed with 
the dedication of its people." Founding and expansion 
of the GRCSW has been strong evidence of this dedica
tion, he said, and was a factor in his acceptance. 

e 
Dallas Mayor Erik Jonsson, Chairman of the Cen
ter's Board of Directors and member of the new founda
tion's board, said of Doctor Terman's appointment: "This 
is most exciting news. Doctor Terman's association with 
SMU can be expected to mark a turning point to a new 
level of excelJence in science and engineering education 
for SMU, for Dallas, and indeed for the Southwest. His 
stature, skill, experience, and enthusiasm for opportuni
ties here will serve us extraordinarily well ." 

GRCSW President Gifford K. Johnson, also a 
foundation trustee, said: "I am delighted that Doctor 
Terman will guide the development of the SMU Founda
tion for Science and Engineering. Doctor Terman is a 
director of the Graduate Research Center of the Southwest 
and, in coming into the Dallas area, will be able to assist 
materially both institutions." 

FREDERICK SEITZ HEADS ACADEMY. First 
full-time, salaried president of the National Academy of 
Sciences is Dr. Frederick Seitz, who took office on July 1. 
He is a member of the Center's Board of Directors. Presi
dent Seitz was re-elected for a six-year term in April; 
previous presidents of the Academy have devoted large 
portions of their time to the task, but have customarily 
had primary duties elsewhere. Bylaws adopted last Oc
tober provide henceforth for the full-time presidency. 
President Seitz resigned as vice-president for research and 
dean of the graduate college at the University of Illinois 
to accept the new appointment. 

ASM MEDAL AWARD TO ERIK JONSSON. 
In April, Board Chairman Jonsson was honored by the 
American Society for Metals at its annual meeting. He 
received the society's medal for "Unusual foresight and 
leadership in advancing the cause of research. " 
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TRAMMELL CROW HEADS LAND GROUP. 
Chairman of the Center's Land Development Committee 
is Trammell Crow, who heads his own real estate invest
ments firm. The new committee includes John M. Stem
mons, President, Industr ia l P roperties Corporation; 
Eugene M. Locke, Partner in the law firm of Locke, 
Purnell, Boren, Laney and Neely; Marvin Springer, Prin
cipal of his municipal planning firm, and William E . 
Campbell, Jr. , realtor and President, Dallas Real Estate 
Board. All committee members are from Dallas. 

Twenty acres of Center land was sold to a hous
ing development firm in Richardson, Texas, in April. 
The small sale would not, ordinarily, attract much news 
coverage. But the Center's action drew favorable com
ment 'from Real Estate Editor Jim Stephenson of the 
Dallas Morning News as a co-operative step ; result of 
the sale will be earlier development of streets and access 
to a new elementary school, which had been situated in 
a streetless field as construction began. Richardson Heights 
Inc. was the purchasing development finn, and will extend 
its Estates North area by 72 lots, encompassing the school 
site. Fox and Jacobs, building firm, also co-operated in 
the beneficial sale by transferring 1Y2 acres to open the 
way for a bridge that will aid traffic movement to the 
school. 

Construction will begin this fall on the A tlantic 
Refining Co. research and development laboratories in 
a 30-acre site northeast of the Center campus. The loca
tion is in Dallas North Research Park. The company will 
be a 92,000 square foot, modular structure. Operations 
are to be moved to the new building early in 1967. 
Atlantic occupied its present plant site in Dallas in 1948. 

RESEARCH EMPHASIS HAS PAID. Basic scien
tific research of our century has paid off handsomely ; it 
is effective, it must be maintained and enlarged, and we 
must not be too impatient if the transition of scientific 
discovery into technology is a little slower than we would 
like. These were the partial comments of Ditector Lloyd 
V. Berkner, Southwest Center for Advanced Studies, as 
he spoke at the World Congress on Engineering Educa
tion in Chicago, June 23. 
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This recent photograph of Dr. L loyd V. Berkner received a 
gold first award in the Texas Professional Photographers A s
sociation annual exhibition in June. The photograph was made 
by Fred Conger of Richardson, Texas. 

The W orId Congress, first gathering u nder such 
title in this century, was held at Illinois Institute of Tech
nology as part of the 73 rd annual meeting of the Ameri
can Society for Engineering Education. Among the needs 
in. education, said Doctor Berkner, are adequate presen
tation of the rapid movement of science, including wide
field reference texts; additional opportunity for continuing 
education of graduates, and great graduate universities to 
serve as intellectual hubs in the nation's 100 emerging 
metropolitan centers, each with strong motivation toward 
community responsibilities. 
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and Dr. Theodore R . Hartz, both of Rae 
oratory, Defence Research TelecommUl 
lishment, Ottawa, Canada, were the other 
editorial board. Professor Heikkila ane 
Axford, Department of Astronomy, COl 
jointly produced the chapter : The 0£4 
Regions. 

Professor Fejer joined in writmg 
tion and epilogue, and is the author 
Motions ot Ionization and Wave Propa& 
homogeneous Medium. He contributed; 
Ionospheric Noise and Geomagnetic Mic 
collabor ation with R. E. Barrington of th, 

Visitors in Dallas and at the Center in early July were these members of the planning commit
tee for the 1966 International Science Fair. The fair will be held in Dallas in May. Left 10 right, 
seated, are Howard Weisbrod, Joseph H. Kraus, Mrs . Dorothy Schriver, and Vice-President Rob
ert W. Olson of Texas Instruments, local chairman. Standing are Dr. Joe Harris and Dr. Wayne 
Taylor. Excepting Mr . Olson, the visitors are all consultants to or staff members of Science 
Service, in Washington, which is the general ISF organizing group. Seminars and visits to the 
Center will be included in the May program, which will bring high school science students and 
their projects to Dallas from all states and several foreign countries. (Dallas Morning News Photo) 

PROF. JULES A. FEJER EDITS BOOK. Newly 
published, and covering perhaps the widest range of phys 
ical processes in a single discipline, the textbook Physics 
of the Earth's Upper Atmosphere has been edited by a 

GREATER EDUCA TIONAL N: 
Advancing technology is making it possi 
tlle nation's labor force to afford educat 
high school. At the same time, it is makinE 

fou r-scientist group including Prof. Jules A. Fejer. Pro 
fessor Fejer is a faculty member in the Center's Space 
Sciences Division. Among the nine contributors is Assoc. 

necessary in greater amounts, said Center 
son in Washington, April 27. He was : 
general assembly of the Chamber of Cc 

Prof. Walter J. Heikkila. The book is concerned with the United States. 
Earth's atmosphere above regions usually studied within JAMES S. TRIOLO ON ACPRA B( 
the science of meteorology, or weather systems and 
ditions. Solar activity, charged particle emissions 
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( to a new one-year term, James S. Triolo 
member of the Board of T rustees, An 

movements, and awesome effects such as magnetic storms Public Relations Association ; elections \ 
and auroral displays are discussed in the Prentice-Hall, at the ACPRA annual meeting in early J 
Inc., publication. Prof. Colin O . Hines, Aeronomy De is GRCSW Vice-President for Developn 
partment, University of Chicago, with Dr. Irvine Paghis mation. 
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and Dr. Theodore R. Hartz, both of Radio Physics Lab
oratory, Defence Research Telecommunications Estab
lishment, Ottawa, Canada, were the other members of the 
editorial board. Professor Heikkila and Prof. W. Ian 
Axford , Department of Astronomy, Cornell University, 
jointly produced the chapter: The Outer Ionospheric 
Regions. 

Professor Fejer joined in wrltmg the introduc
tion and epilogue, and is the author of sections on 
Motions of Ionization and Wave Propagation in an In
homogeneous Medium. He contributed a third chapter, 
Ionospheric Noise and Geomagnetic Micropuisations, in 
collaboration with R. E. Barrington of the DRTE. 

Visitors in Dallas and at the Center in early July were these members of the planning commit
tee for the 1966 International Science Fair. The fair will be held in Dallas in May. Left to right, 
seated, are Howard Weisbroti, Joseph H . Kraus , Mrs. Dorothy Schriver, and Vice-President Rob
ert W . Olson of T exas Instruments, local chairman. Standing are Dr. Joe Harris and Dr. Wayne 
Taylor. Excepting Mr. Olson, the visitors are all consultants to or staff members o f Science 
Service, in Washing/on, which is the general [SF organizing group. Seminars and visits to the 
Center will be included in the May program, whit.:h will brjng high school science students and 
their projects (0 Dallas from all states and several foreign countries. (Dallas Morning News Photo) 

PROF. JULES A. FEJER EDITS BOOK. Newly 
published, and covering perhaps the widest range of phys
ical processes in a single discipline, the textbook Physics 
of the Earth's Upper Atmosphere has been edited by a 
four-scientist group including Prof. Jules A. Fejer. Pro
fessor Fejer is a faculty member in the Center's Space 
Sciences Division. Among the nine contributors is Assoc. 
Prof. Walter J. Heikkila . The book is concerned with the 
Earth's atmosphere above regions usually studied within 
the science of meteorology, or weather systems and con
ditions. Solar activity, charged particle emissions and 
movements, and awesome effects such as magnetic stonns 
and auroral displays are discussed in the Prentice-Hall , 
Inc., publication. Prof. Colin O. Hines, Aeronomy De
partment, University of Chicago, with Dr. Irvine Paghis 

GREATER E DUC ATIONAL NEEDS SEEN. 
Advancing technology is making it possible for more of 
the nation's labor force to afford education beyond the 
high school. At the same time, it is making such education 
necessary in greater amounts, said Center President John
son in Washington, April 27 . He was speaker for the 
general assembly of the Chamber of Commerce of the 
United States. 

JAMES S. TRIOLO ON ACPRA BOARD. Elected 
to a new one-year term, James S. Triolo continues as a 
member of the Board of Trustees, American College 
Public Relations Association; elections were announced 
at the ACPRA annual meeting in early July. Mr. Triolo 
is GRCSW Vice-President for Development and Infor
mation. 
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FOUR NEW TASKS; EIGHT CONTINUE. Four 
new contract and grant awards to the Center were effec
tive between April and the end of June. Eight other awards 
in that quarter continue support for or expand on present 
research tasks. National Aeronautics and Space Admin
istration is the basic agency supporting five investigations; 
National Science Foundation is supporting three. Ameri
can Cancer Society, Air Force Cambridge Research Lab
oratories, Air Force Office of Scientific Research, and 
Office of Naval Research are each sponsoring one pro
gram. 

A base for predicting effects of nuclear debris 
and rocket contamination on atmospheric mixing will be 
sought in a one-year study. Study of vertical atmospheric 
currents will also be involved. A NASA grant, first award 
of the Spring quarter, will provide funds for the program: 
Investigation info Mechanism and Rates of Atmospheric 
Mixing in the Lower Thermosphere. The study will be 
made in Space Sciences Division. Prof. Francis S. Johnson, 
Acting Director, is Principal Investigator. 

A two-year program for Air Force Office of 
Scientific Research began April 15 in the Mathematics 
and Mathematical Physics Division. Research in Gravi
tational Fields will be conducted by Prof. Ivor Robinson, 
who heads the division, and by Assoc. Profs. Istvan Osz
vath and Wolfgang RindJer. 

Experiments and further development of theo~ 
ries will continue for three years in planetary atmospheres 
and structure; ionospheric and radio physics, and ener
getic particles and fields in space. Renewal of the basic 
NASA grant for Multi-Disciplinary Research in Space
Related Science and Technology was effective in April. 
Faculty of the Earth and Planetary Sciences Laboratory, 
headed by Professor Johnson, are Principal lnvestigators 
in the several fields . 

Director Lloyd V. Berkner, Southwest Center for 
Advanced Studies, and Prof. Lauriston C. Marshall will 
continue Mathematical Theory of History of the Earth 's 
Atmosphere under a National Science Foundation award 

/ 
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Destined to circle the Sun, the Center's Cosmic Ray Anis
tropy experiment was forwarded to NASA -Ames Research 
Center during the summer. Two flight instruments will be 
placed aboard the Pioneer A / B packages. Research Scientist 
William C. Bartley prepares the second flight unit for shipment 
in the above picture. 

effective May 1. Preliminary conclusions from this study, 
reported internationally in the past year, point to first 
production of oxygen on earth by combination of carbon 
dioxide with water in sunlight to feed primitive . life in 
shallow, protected pools. With life and oxygen balance 
increasing 'to the point that lethal ultraviolet radiation 
and other losses could not overcome their further ex
pansion, life forms began to breathe and move to the 
lands with an additional rise in oxygen output. Adequate 
fossil evidence supports dates of such events in the seas 
600 million years ago and on land 420 million years 
ago. Further investigations in the historic study will at
tempt to detennine the possible key role of nitrogen in 
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producing ozone, the active form of oxygen believed to 
have shielded evolving life from destructive rays; the 
evolution of carbon dioxide, and the importance of hy
drogen. 

NASA is supporting a nine-month study, effec
tive May], of Electron Collision Frequency Under Iono
spheric Conditions. High-frequency capacitance probes in 
a space-simulating plasma chamber will be used in the 
laboratory experiment. Assoc. Prof. Walter J. Heikkila, 
Space Sciences, is Principal Investigator. 

Data from the Fort Churchill and Dallas Neu
tron Monitor stations operated by the Center, plus other 
station reports, will be interpreted with NSF support. 
Analysis of Super-Neutron Monitor Data Obtained During 
International Years of (he Quiet Sun is assigned to Prof. 
Kenneth G. McCracken and Asst. Prof. U. R. Rao, Space 
Sciences. The one-year analysis will seek further con
clusions on a favored direction for cosmic ray arrival 
at the Earth's surface; earlier analysis of daily variations 
indicates an essential constancy of direction since 1957 . 

Field investigations of conductivity and magnetic 
properties of the Earth's mantle will be made in a one
year program supported by NSF. The grant was effective 
June 1. Assoc. Prof. D. Ian Gough, Geosciences Division, 
is Principal Invest igator. Portable variometers wil l be used 
to study Geomagnetic Variarions in the Upper Mantle. 
The mantle is the Earth sub-structure that extends to 
depths of nearly 1,800 miles; it has a large proportion of 
minerals rich in iron and magnesium . 

Two-year continuing study of Earth crust and 
upper mantle densities is supported by Air Force Cam
bridge Research Laboratories. Prof. Mark Landisman, 
Geosciences, will conduct Continued Study of Travel 
Times of Earthquake w,aves. 

I 
Flight models of detection instruments for the 
Pioneer space experiments were forwarded from the Cen
ter to NASA-Ames Research Center in the early Sllllmer. 
Modifying extensions of the basic contract for cosmic ray 
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producing ozone, the active form of oxygen believed to investigations were also received from NASA-Ames. The 
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have shielded evolving life from destructive rays; the 
evolution of carbon dioxide, and the importance of hy
drogen. 

NASA is supporting a nine-month study, effec
tive May 1, of Electron Collision Frequency Under Iono
spheric Conditions. High-frequency capacitance probes in 
a space-simulating plasma chamber will be used in the 
laboratory experiment. Assoc. Prof. Walter J. Heikkila, 
Space Sciences, is Principal Investigator. 

Data from the Fort Churchill and Dallas Neu
tron Monitor stations operated by the Center, plus other 
station reports, will be interpreted with NSF support. 
Analysis of Super-Neutron Monitor Data Obtained During 
International Years of the Quiet Sun is assigned to Prof. 
Kenneth G. McCracken and Asst. Prof. U. R. Rao, Space 
Sciences. The one-year analysis will seek further con
clusions on a favored direction for cosmic ray arrival 
at the Earth's surface; earlier analysis of daily variations 
indicates an essential constancy of direction since 1957. 

Field investigations of conductivity and magnetic 
properties of the Earth's mantle will be made in a one
year program supported by NSF. The grant was effective 
June 1. Assoc. Prof. D. Ian Gough, Geosciences Division, 
is Principal Investigator. Portable variometers will be used 
to study Geomagnetic Variations in the Upper Mantle. 
The mantle is the Earth sub-structure that extends to 
depths of nearly 1,800 miles; it has a large proportion of 
minerals rich in iron and magnesium. 

Two-year continuing study of Earth crust and 
upper mantle densities is supported by Air Force Cam
bridge Research Laboratories. Prof. Mark Landisman, 
Geosciences, will conduct Continued Study of Travel 
Times of Earthquake Waves. 

Flight models of detection instruments for the 
Pioneer space experiments were forwarded from the Cen
ter to NASA-Ames Research Center in the early summer. 
Modifying extensions of the basic contract for cosmic ray 

contract, initially awarded in 1963, calls for two flight 
units and their ground support equipment, plus an initial 
design verification unit and two spare detectors. The flight 
instruments are to travel in sun-centered orbits of slightly 
more and slightly less than 93 million miles' radius; tele
metry data is expected from 50 million mile distances, 
with a system life of six months. Goal of the experiment 
is partial mapping of interplanetary magnetic and related 
energy fields. Professors McCracken and Rao, and Re
search Scientist William C. Bartley are Principal Investi
gators. 

American Cancer Society continued its support 
of a Center special project, Research Into the Use of a 
Negative Pion Beam for Cancer Therapy. An extension 
of a previous grant was effective July 1. Prof. Chaim 
Richman directs the project. With prior support from 
ACS and the Atomic Energy Commission, experimental 
work has previously confirmed that the "pion" delivers 
a large pulse of energy at the end of passage through 
tissues. There is little damage to cells along the beam 
path, except in the peaking region. The pion may be 
among major binding forces in the nucleus of the atom. 
It bursts from the nucleus during atomic reactions; beams 
are produced by high-energy accelerators for the present 
study. 

Contract extensions for two experimental pro
grams, in l00-mile-high atmospheric regions and the 
depths of the Caribbean, were also received during the 
Spring quarter. Prof. William B. Hanson and Research 
Scientist Thomas W. Flowerday will continue flight in
vestigations in Neutral Composition of the Upper Atmos
phere through a supplementary NASA-Goddard Research 
Center grant, in Space Sciences Division. Prof. Anton L. 
Hales and Geosciences faculty members will continue A 
Program of Geophysical Research in the Gulf of Mexico 
and Adjacent Portions of the Caribbean Sea through ex
tension of a contract with Office of Naval Research. The 
Center's first rocket-borne instruments were sent aloft in 
March for the atmospheric experiments, and a month
long sea exploration was completed last January in the 
oceanography program. 
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NUCLEAR CLOCKS* 
By Dr. Henry Faul 

Professor, Division of Geosciences 

Efforts to go back in time and to calculate the age of 
remote events are probably as old as human thought 
itself. Every civilization produces attempts to determine 
its own age, every religion tries to go back to its origin, 
and every people wants to know where it carne from. 

The discovery of radioactivity opened the door to the study 
of long periods of time and by 1910 the concept of the 
nuclear clock was well established through the early work 
of Rutherford, Soddy, Boltwood, Joly, and others. 0 The 
principle was understood early in the game, but applica
tion had to wait for Nier's development of the mass spec
trometer, about 1938, and the perfection of the isotope 
dilution method of analysis, in the early fifties, for po
tassium and argon by Wasserburg and Hayden, and for 
rubidium and strontium by Aldrich, Davis, Tilton, and 
Wetherill. 0 The nuclear clock is a good example of a 
break-through idea having to wait for technologic devel
opment. 

Immutability of radioactive decay rates 

Radioactivity is the consequence of instabilities in the 
structure of atomic nuclei and its rates are determined by 
these instabilities. For any given radioactive nuclide, the 
number of nuclei that decay per unit of time per nucleus 
is given by the decay constant, and this constant is fixed. 

Many experimental attempts have been made to alter the 
rate of radioactive decay. For alpha and beta transitions, 
in which particles are emitted, the results are uniformly 
negative. The energies involved in these transitions are 

*Parts of this article are taken from a forthcoming 
book by Henry Faul: Ages of Rocks, Planets, and 
Stars, McGraw-Hill, scheduled for 1966. 
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We may think of the hourglass as the ideal 

closed system. Nothing added, nothing removed, 
 o
the sand just runs from top to bottom. 

Amount 
decayed 

Radiogenic 

Po 

D* 

sufficiently great to preclude any outside influences. Elec
tron capture is a different matter. Hypothetically, if one 
removed all electrons from the vicinity of a nucleus that 
normally decays by electron capture, no decay would 
occur. In practice, if one selects low-energy K-capture 
decays, the most sensitive that can be found on theoretical 
grounds, and then drastically perturbs the electronic clouds 
of these atoms, small changes in the rate of their K-capture 
decay are observed. The greatest change produced in the 
laboratory amounts to only 0.07 per cent in the K-capture 
decay rate of 53-day beryllium-7 in the two chemical 
forms, metal and BeF~. 

If the greatest laboratory perturbation of a selected sus
ceptible nuclide produces only such a small change, then 
it is safe to assume that the decay constants of the stronger 
interactions, including all the decays used in practical age 
determination, remain truly constant in any terrestrial 
environment. 

The NUCLEAR CLOCK 

Po pet) + D* 

pet) Po e-At 

'-------- closed system 

Nuclear Clocks 

In the general case, a nuclear clock is any closed system 
which contains a radioactive nuclide decaying at a 
known rate. 

Radioactivity is a statistically random process and the 
probability that a nucleus will decay in a given period of 
time is the same for all nuclei of any radioactive nuclide. 
This probability is expressed in terms of the decay con
stant A which is the fraction of the radioactive nuclei 
present that will decay in a unit of time. The total number 
of radioactive decays per unit time will then be given by 
the product of ,\ x P, where P is the total number of 
radioactive nuclei present. 

P stands for parent and D stands for daughter. We may 
designate as Po the number of parent atoms that were 
present when the system came into being-at a time we 
call to' Then P(t) will be the number still undecayed at any 
later time t and D* will denote the number of parent 
atoms that have decayed into daughter atoms. From the 
equations relating these quantities (shown in the inset) 
it is clear that if we know the decay constant ,\ and are 
able to measure the amounts of parent and daughter nu
clides in the system, we can calculate I, the age of the 
system. 

The Decay Clock 
I 

When a radioactive nuclide is pro~ced by some nuclear 
reaction (whatever type of reaction it may be) and if 
this production continues at a constant rate, then the 
amount of new radioactive nuclide present in a given en
vironment will gradually build up to a constant value as 
the system approaches secular equilibrium. (The system 
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Po = pet) + D* 

pet) = Po e-Xt 

'------- closed system 

Nuclear Clocks 

In the general case, a nuclear clock is any closed system 
which contains a radioactive nuclide decaying at a 
known rate. 

Radioactivity is a statistically random process and the 
probability that a nucleus will decay in a given period of 
time is the same for all nuclei of any radioactive nuclide. 
This probability is expressed in terms of the decay con
stant i\ which is the fraction of the radioactive nuclei 
present that will decay in a unit of time. The total number 
of radioactive decays per unit time will then be given by 
the product of ,\ x P, where P is the total number of 
radioactive nuclei present. 

P stands for parent and D stands for daughter. We may 
designate as Po the number of parent atoms that were 
present when the system came into being-at a time we 
call to' Then P(t) will be the number still undecayed at any 
later time t and D* will denote the number of parent 
atoms that have decayed into daughter atoms. From the 
equations relating these quantities (shown in the inset) 
it is clear that if we know the decay constant ,\ and are 
able to measure the amounts of parent and daughter nu
clides in the system, we can calculate t, the age of the 
system. 

The Decay Clock 

When a radioactive nuclide is produced by some nuclear 
reaction (whatever type of reaction it may be) and if 
this production continues at a constant rate, then the 
amount of new radioactive nuclide present in a given en
vironment will gradually build up to a constant value as 
the system approaches secular equilibrium. (The system 

or anything in between.) When a nuclide is in secular 
equilibrium, it is being produced in its environment just 
as fast as it decays and so the amount Po remains constant. 

Let us say that through some action a piece of this system 
is now removed from secular equilibrium and laid aside 
in some form of "cold storage." From now on, no more 
radioactive material will be added and Po will quietly 
decay, according to its radioactive decay constant i\ . In
asmuch as we know the secular equilibrium amount Po 
we need not concern ourselves with the daughter product. 
With decay clocks, only the first of the two equations in 
the inset need be considered. 

It is obvious that such a clock has limits. It will run down 
when P(t) becomes very small compared to Po because 
the statistical error of measurement will then become very 
great and the hazard of contaminating the laid-aside 
sample by incomplete isolation from the equilibrium 
material will become important. We can say that the 
clock is good for no more than 10 half-lives. * By that 
time the radioactivity has decayed to about 0.1 per cent 
of the secular equilibrium value. 

The obvious example of a clock of this type is carbon-14, 
the most popular material for nuclear age determination. 
Carbon-14 is produced in a neutron reaction in the upper 
atmosphere, soon becomes mixed with all living matter by 
photosynthesis, and is then laid aside when an organism 
dies. That is when the clock starts. The half-life of car
bon-14 is about 5,730 years; hence the C14 clock can reach 
back about 50,000 years under ideal conditions. 

The Accumulation Clock 

The second kind of clock furnished by radioactive decay 
is based on the accumulation of the daughter product 
which is produced by the decay of a radioactive parent, 
according to both the equations in the inset. 

"'The half-life is the time required for a given num
ber of radioactive nuclei to decay to half that num
ber. It is eQual to 0.693/ i\ 
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T wo important assumptions are implicit in these equa
tions : F irst, that we are dealing with a closed system 
(neither parent nor daughter can be added or removed by 
any process other than radioactive decay) and second, 
that no atoms of the daughter were present in the system 
when it started to be (at T = 0). These assumptions 
furnish the most serious limitations of the accumulation 
clock. 

Rigorously closed systems probably don't exist in nature, 
but surprisingly many minerals and rocks satisfy the 
requirement well enough to be useful for nuclear age 
determination. There is only a problem of judicious geo
logic selection. 

We cannot assume that some atoms of a nuclide being 
produced by radioactive decay were not also present 
originally; in fact, they usually are. Instead of assuming 
their absence, we must find ways of determining their 
original concentration, Do' We shall return to the prob
lem in a later section. Continuing with the general case, 
it fo llows that tbe total amount of the radiogenic part of 
the daughter nuclide found in a system at any time will be 

D* = D h>tal - Do 

It is customary to denote the radiogenic portion of the 
daughter nuclide with an asterisk ( * ). 

Then: 

D *t= Po-Pt=Pt(eAt- l) (1) 

and solving for the time elapsed since the origin of the 
system: 

1 D* t 
t=- ln (-+ 1) (2) 

A Pt 

When the time is short or the decay constant A very small, 
Pt will be large compared to D t* and equation (2) then 
reduces to the approximate fonn : 

D*t 
-t --- (3 ) 

APt 
ID 

Figure 1 	 An early world time scale, published in Cooper's 
Chronicle, London, 1560. Nearly a century later 
(in 1654) the eminent Irisb clivine, James Ussber, 
published A nnales Veteris et Novi Testamenti to 
propound his own scheme of Biblical chron
ology; an unknown authority placed Ussher 's dates 
in the margins of later reference editions of the 
Authorized Version, or King James Bjble. 

which is often accurate enough, considering the experi
mental error in the determination of the individ ual para
meters. 

The Gross Uranium-Lead Clocks 

The mass spectrometer is a relatively late development 
and in the early days of radioactivity it was quite impossi
ble to make accurate isotopic analyses of lead even when 

Dr. Ho ry Faul 
Prof_nor. Division 01 Ge06Ciences 

the presence of the different isotopes and their meaning 
became known. Isotopic analysis of lead is still a bot 
some process. especially when the lead content is low in 
a particular mineral. 

The earliest age determinations were made on uranium 
minerals by wet chemical analysis for uranium and lead. 
Some fresh uraninites, especially those found in pegmatites 
(coarse granitic bodies) . represent excellent closed sys
tems; their ""chemical age" has really nothing wrong with 
it. A few of these very earty determinations were fully 
confirmed by later, more sophisticated analyses, but many 
age determinations on pitchblende and other uranium ores 
had to be discarded when isotopic analysis revealed that 
he minerals were not closed systems. The gross chemical 

approach gives no clUes about that. 

There is still another reason why isotopic analysis is 
ntial. The radiogenic daughter nuclei born within a 

system through radioactive decay are not directly dis
tinguishable from nuclei of the same nuclide already 
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present in the environment. As a rule, radioactive decay 
merely adds these nuclei to the amount originally present. 

The Original Daughter Nuclide 

To avoid total confusion. let us define our terms: Of a 
given daughter nuclide, the amount produced by radio
active decay is radiognaic. The amount taken from the 

Pro/usor. Division 0/ Geosciences 
Dr. Hltnry Faul 

environment at the beginning of the system will be called 
the original amount, following the nomenclature of Arthur 
Holmes. the foremost pioneer in age detennination. This 
original material is just a sample of the common element 
as it existed when and where the system fonned; it has the 
isotopic composition which prevailed then and there. Let 
us bear in mind that the isotopic composition of the 
common element is not constant with time or place. 
Enough radioactive material decays in open systems in 

the presence of the different isotopes and their meaning geologic time gradually to raise the proportion of radio
became known. Isotopic annlysis of lead is still a bother genic nuclides in common elements as time goes by. The 
some process. especially when the lead content is low in amount of radioactive material is not the same every

particular mineral. where, hence the radiogenic addition to the common 
composition will also differ from place to place. early world time scale, published in Cooper's 

'"":hronicle. London, 1560. Nearly a century later The earliest age determinations were made on uranium 
in ) 65 4) the eminent Irish divine, James Ussher, The total amount of the daughter nuclide D (t) in a system 

ublished A nnales Veteris el No vi Testamenti to 
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remains unchanged in minerals that are free of radioactive 
constitutents. We may find such a mineral, extract the 
element N, and analyze it in a mass spectrometer to obtain 
its isotopic composition. H that is imposSible. we may have 
to assume a composition with thcI aid of various extra
polations. In minerals containing radioactive parent nu
clides, however. the isotopic composition of the common 
element will change in time to 

Nt=Ao + B.. +··· + Ot 	 (5) 

where 

Ot = Ou + O*( t). 	 (6) 

By measuring D1 and either .A or B in a given sample. we 
may thus calculate Do from equation (4 ) and solve equa
tion (6) for the purely radiogenic amount D- (t). 

At. long as the original amount was small compared to 
the radiogenic amount (D-» Do), the correction is easy 
to make. A small error in the assumed isotopic composi
tion of No would mean only a small error in the amount 
Dg and only a second-order error in D·. If Do is large in 
comparison to D·. however. then even small errors in 
the assumed isotopic composition of N., become import
ant and the calculation suffers. The battle is lost altogether 
when the error in D (> is not much smaller than the quantity 
D· itself. 

The requirement of low original daughter content restricts 
the choice of systems that can be used for age determina
tion. For example. K40 decays to both ArA° and Ca40• but 
calcium is omnipresent and Ca'o is the most common iso
tope of calcium in nature. Any Ca4' that could be pro
duced by radioactive decay of K411 would be swamped by 
the calcium that was already there. The ratio of Ca40 to 
the next most abundant isotope, Ca··, is about 47 so that 
it becomes difficult to correct for large amounts of original 
calcium. Only in samples of pure sylvite (Kel ) have 
K4iI..ca'o ages ever been measured, and even there the 
error is very large, because even sylvite contains enough 
calcium to make things uncomfortable. 
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Many radioactive nuclides are rare, but produce daughter 
isotopes that are common in nature. When a mineral 
contains very little something which decays into something 
else of which plenty is already there, a meaningful age 
obviously cannot be obtained. That is why many parent
daughter systems are useless for age determination. 

ArBon 

The non-radiogenic component of argon extracted from 
potassium-bearing systems comes from the air and is best 
recognized by the presence of Ar" which is present in 
the atmosphere in the proportion ArltlAr" = 11297. 

All we need then is an isotopic analysis of the argon from 
D given potassium-containing system to calculate the ra
diogenic amount: 

At"'· = Ar4u
t»tal - 297 Ar' 

The low AfJ"lA~o ratio necessarily introduces some dif
ficulty into the task of accurate air-argon correction, but 
the problem is serious only for very young samples (or 
the order of 8 few million yean or leBS) and for samples 
very low in potassium. Good vacuum technique makes 
it possible to keep the Ar4o./M°tr;t.al ratio above 0.9 for 
systems with potassium contents of a percent or more and 
older than a few million years. The most careful analysts 
are able to keep their air argon contamination down to 
less than about 5 x I ()-M std. cc of Ar, which would be the 
amount of argon produced by 1 gram of potassium in 
about 10,000 years. 

It is difficult to find out directly whether a significant 
amount of argon was originally enclosed in any K-Ar sys
tem used for age determination because there- is no basis 
for estimating the isotopic composition of original argon. 
It seems reasonable to expect that it would have contained 
less ArB' than present air argon, judging by the low con
centration of AI''' in natural gas and by the low prob
abilities for the production of Ar " and A.... by neutron 
capture and spallation processes in rocks. Argon in 
magmas should be almost pure A~o, produced by the 
decay of potassium. 

Fortunately, few minerals take up original argon from 
the environment in which they grow. Excess argon, un
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Figure 2 	 Strontium evolution diagram showing time evolu
tion of Sr87/Sr86 and Rb87 /Sr86 in mineral phases. 
(After Lanphere, Wasserburg, and Albee in Iso
topic and Cosmic Chemistry, Amsterdam, 1964.) 

supported by potassium, has been found in beryl, cordier
ite, sodalite, and tourmaline. Some unreasonably high 
ages have been measured on amphiboles and ultra-basic 
rocks, but it is hard to say there whether the difficulty lies 
in original argon or in uncertainties in the analyses of the 
very sm all amounts of potassium in ferromagnesian min 
erals. Original argon is not found in very young micas 
and volcanic rocks. Some very importa nt measurements 
have been made on these young ma terials (the Olduvai 
Gorge basalt, for examp le ) and the results appear to be 
reliable. ( 
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Decay of rubidium into strontium is such a slow process 
that on ly about 7 per cent of the terrestrial rubidi um has 
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(After Lanphere, Wasserburg, and Albee in Iso
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supported by potassium, has been found in beryl, cordier
he, sodalite, and tourmaline. Some unreasonably high 
ages have been measured on amphiboles and ultra-basic 
rocks, but it is hard to say there whether the difficulty lies 
in original argon or in uncertainties in the analyses of the 
very small amounts of potassium in ferromagnesian min
erals. Original argon is not found in very young micas 
and volcanic rocks. Some very important measurements 
have been made on these young materials (the Olduvai 
Gorge basalt, for example) and the results appear to be 
reliable. 

Strontium 

Decay of rubidium into strontium is such a slow process 
that only about 7 per cent of the terrestrial rubidium has 

changed into strontium in 4.5 billion years. Rocks at the 
present surface of the earth contain rubidium and stron
tium in various proportions, but strontium is generally 
more abundant. Consequently, the radiogenic contribution 
of rubidium-87 decay to common strontium has been 
low, and the isotopic composition of common strontium 
has not changed much in geologic time. The variation 
in strontium-87 is usually reported in terms of the ratio 
SrB7/SrB6• 

The SrB7/Sr86 ratio in the ocean today is 0.708 and in 
the oldest available ocean sample (the Bulawayan Lime
stone of Southern Rhodesia) it is 0.700 - a change of 
only 1 percent in 3 billion years. The lowest SrB7/SrB6 

ratio found anywhere is in achondrite meteorites, 0.698. 
We may take that as the primordial ratio, the ratio which 
prevailed in common strontium at the time the Earth was 
formed. All present strontium then evolved from this 
primordial strontium by the addition of strontium-87 
from rubidium decay. 

Let us consider the development of strontium in a rock 
which crystallized from a melt at time T - 0 and which 
contains several minerals with widely different rubidi
um/strontium ratios-a granite, for example. Equation 
( 1) on page 10 can be written for rubidium-strontium. 

Srt87 Rbt87 (eAt 1 ) 

We said that it was customary to express these quantities 
as ratios referred to the constant isotope Strontium-86. 

Srt87 Rbt87 

(eAt -1) 
Sr1l6 SrMI 

The ratio Sr87/Sr86 can be plotted as a function of Rb87/Sr86 

f,in an isochron diagram (Figure 2). In a rock that is 
crystallizing in a homogeneous environment at time ~ 
T = 0, all components, regardless of rubidium content, 
will have the same original SrB7/SrB6 ratio and plot on a 
horizontal line (solid circles). 
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Mter the lapse of time t, proportional amounts of rubidi V.I So ~ A...um-87 will have decayed to Strontium-87 and the points 
will now plot on a line forming an angle a with the 
horizontal (open circles), where 

tan a = eAt_ 1. 

In that way one can calculate the time t from the slope 
of the line. The zero intercept remains unchanged, there 
being no addition of strontium-87 to systems with zero 
rubidium-87. 

It can be seen from the diagram that given two rubidium
strontium systems of common origin, but different rubi
dium-strontium ratios, we can calculate not only their 
age, but also the composition of the original strontium 
in them. 

Let us now go one step further. Suppose that at time tl 

after the rock crystallized, some new geologic event caused 
it to melt or at least to become hot enough to completely 
exchange and rehomogenize all strontium. Such a process 
could take place with nothing being added to or removed 
from the rock-the whole mass remaining a closed sys
tem. In this process rubidium also would migrate, con
trolled by the particular equilibrium conditions, so that 
the new minerals would again plot on a horizontal line 
representing the new original strontium, but with altered 
rubidium-strontium ratios. 

When this rock now cools down again and more time 
passes, say a period t., more rubidium-87 decays, more 
strontium-87 builds up, and t, years after this second 
episode the points will now fall on a new line, forming the 
angle f1 with the horizontal where 

tan f1 - e \ (t,+t,,) 1 

The same reasoning we applied to different mineral phases 
in a given rock also applies to different rock masses formed 
from a given environment, for example a series of differ
entiates from the same magma, each with a different 
rubidium-strontium ratio. When such a group of rocks 
undergoes this second event at time t" we obtain the dia
gram shown in Figure 3, where whole-rock analyses are 
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Figure 3 	 Strontium evolution diagram for mineral phases 
and total rocks of different initial Rb87 /Sr86 for a 
two-episode model. (After Lanphere, Wasser
burg, and Albee, op. cit.) 

plotted as open circles and separated mineral phases as 
solid circles. Given two or more cogenetic rocks of dif
ferent rubidium-strontium ratios, each with two or more 
separable mineral phases of different rubidium-strontium 
ratios, we can thus measure not only the time when the 
rocks first crystallized, but also the time when they suf
fered a subsequent homogenizing event. Such a procedure 
necessarily invOlves a large number of analyses but offers 
as a reward a powerful insight into the complex history of 
crystalline rocks. 
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